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Our very well supported April meeting saw us welcome back Graeme Douglas with his superb presentation on

the disappearance over the Pacific in 1937 of Amelia Earhart and her oft forgotten navigator, Fred Noonan.

What I found interesting was hearing of all the aviation successes she had in the years prior to that ill fated

flight, with records galore including being the first female to fly solo across the Atlantic. This made it even

more surprising that someone with that experience could make such basic and, as it actually turned out, life

threatening errors in her decision making. Her lack of meaningful planning and testing in areas such as the

capabilities of the radio equipment and, amazingly, not ensuring the USN vessel that was to provide

communications and DF reports was on the same wavelength as her aircraft radio, and not being aware the ship

would communicate in Morse code (which wasn’t understood by either her or Noonan), or even making sure

everyone knew at what time intervals the radio would be used, let alone not checking all parties were operating

in a common time zone. Quite astonishing. I am sure we all learned a lot, including gaining some navigation

skills. 

On Sunday 10th March I was pleased to visit Ipswich Aviation Society’s AeroJumble at “Gresham’s” and,

naturally, spent some time at the branch table which was being manned by Nigel, Marius and Gary, who had

also transported all the books to and, afterwards, from the venue. I am sure it was not the most productive day

any of our intrepid trio has experienced but I am delighted to report that a net profit was reported and no branch

members were mentally scarred (at least not permanently) by the rather depressing nature – to me anyway - of

the hall. This was our first attempt at having a stall at an external trade fair and maybe the many other tables

selling a similar range of books were not exactly advantageous to our efforts. However, Nigel advises me that 

“The Table Trio” were pleased overall with their day and are very willing to look at attending similar events

within sensible driving time of the Stansted area. There is one other major positive arising from our branch

presence at AeroJumble – it gave Nigel lots of opportunities to “shake hands” with other aviation enthusiasts

and buffs and he is very optimistic that he has identified more than one potential guest speaker for our branch

programme, one of which I am very excited about should this materialise into a firm speaking commitment. 



Below:  Nigel, Gary and Marius practicing their marshalling signals  - sorry about the image quality



Moving onto STN events, Air Corsica has announced it is returning for the summer period (April 18th to

October 24th) with services to 4 destinations, Ajaccio, Bastia, Figari and Calvi. Thomas Cook will have 2 leased

Smart Lynx A320 aircraft based at STN for the forthcoming summer with YL-LCS due to join YL-LCQ at the

end of this month to commence its schedules 1st May. As many will know Thomas Cook now use the radio

callsign “Kestrel”, which I still recall as being the name of my patrol when I was fleetingly in the Scouts before

I discovered that the Air Training Corps offered free flying and summer camps at RAF stations rather than leaky

tents and open air latrines in muddy fields with evening entertainment limited to sitting in shorts around a

miserable fire and singing “Ging Gang Gooly”. 

Rumours about a second daily Emirates service have been proven correct with a second Boeing 777 service,

EK67/EK68, starting 1st July. As we go to print one type we will not be seeing this month is the MAX variant

737s following their current EASA ban; let us hope a solution to the problem(s) is found asap and flights can be

restored safely as well as customer confidence in the type being restored. Ryanair, of course, are due to start

their MAX operations from Stansted next month.

On the Ryanair theme, this autumn their Polish subsidiary Ryanair Sun will be changing its name to a title familiar to STN,

“Buzz”, and it will also have a distinctive colour scheme. The Buzz brand was acquired by Ryanair when it took over the

KLM UK budget airline operating under this name in April 2003 and was originally incorporated into a new Ryanair

subsidiary, Buzz Stansted, which operated services using a fleet of 737s and British Aerospace 146s. The present Ryanair

Sun fleet of 17 Boeing 737-800s is planned to increase to 25 this summer.



Remember the old Buzz?

Other STN news is that all 3 Titan A321’s are to be leased for the summer to Jet2 and will be based at STN –

Jet2 will be offering no less than 2 million seats out of STN this year. Overall STN’s passenger figures continue

to soar, with February year on year up 8.2% to 1,873,303, and the 12 month rolling up even more at 8.6% to

28,274,528.  The failure of Wow of 28th March means it’s planned 1 rotation per day will no longer occur but

the impact upon STN’s passenger throughput is negligible. Also Eurowings temporarily ceased schedules to

STN at the end of March but reports indicate that services to just 2 destinations (was 4) will re-commence mid

April. On 1st April easyJet announced its overall seat sales (not STN specifically) for the next 6 months were

“unexpectedly weak”, blaming the global economy and, of course, Brexit; forecast 1st Half 2019 figures are a

disappointing £275 million loss.

Looking ahead to 2025, the very optimistic (in my view anyway) planned certification date, will we be seeing

any STN operators using the new concept Faradair hybrid electric 18 seater?



And a happy story to prove that Ryanair actually does have a heart!  A five-year-old girl has been reunited with her

beloved mouse toy, days after she lost it at STN. Rosie Everett misplaced Miss Mouse after a flight from Poland to

Stansted Airport on 26 February. Her father appealed on social media for the stuffed animal's safe return and workers at

Stansted found Miss Mouse "going round and round the luggage carousel all by herself". Sam Everett said his daughter

was devastated when she could not find Miss Mouse. "We were getting in the car at the airport when she realised the

toy was gone," he said. “We were convinced it must be in one of the bags but when we got back home Miss Mouse was

nowhere to be seen. We didn't know if it had been lost on the plane or at the airport, so we tweeted Stansted and

Ryanair." Shortly afterwards, the airport posted a photo of the toy in the baggage claim area. The toy has now been

returned to the family's Manchester home.

So here is a picture of Miss Mouse for you to see once you’ve wiped those tears away!

I am delighted to say my plea at the AGM for branch members to make short presentations at meetings has been

met positively and it gives me great pleasure to say that our next meeting on Tuesday 7th May will feature Andy

Goldsmith with his presentation entitled “M40 Meander” in which he will describe, with illustrations, a road

trip he made covering airfields close to that Motorway. The timing of this talk is nigh on perfect for anyone

planning to attend the Air-Britain Fly-In at Turweston over the 22-23 June weekend and who also wants to

make one or more stops en route.  



This map covers some of the airfields that will be covered by Andy. 

Hopefully he will also be able to tell us where we can pop in for a wee and a coffee (in either order) now that

the “Little Chef” at Bicester is closed.



I guess Kidlington will not be as friendly as it was when I took this photo on 7th May 1960

– a mere 59 years ago next month!

A couple more of mine taken at airfields Andy will be talking about next month

Su 29 HA-YAR at Wycombe Air Park/Booker 12 June 2009



Bucker 133C Jungmeister G-BZTJ at Turweston March 2010, when I visited with the late John Tietjen

Hope you can all be at the meeting, and as Andy’s presentation is scheduled to last around 60 minutes then

there may well be some time to show a few photos too.

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Tower: "Golf Papa Kilo, do you have problems?"

Pilot: "I think I have lost my compass."

Tower: "Judging the way you are flying, you lost the whole instrument panel!"

***


